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the first importance. Behnke has demonstrated that the "lean body mass,"
since it represents the active tissue of a person, is superior to reference
standards hitherto proposed for the estimation of physiological functions
such as the masses of various organs and tissues and the volumes of the
different fluid compartments in the body. In the present article, which has
been reprinted as a short paper-covered monograph, the same principle has
been applied to the study of the relation of the lean body mass to oxygen
consumption. A large part of the article is devoted to an ingenious mathe-
matical comparison of lean body weight with other reference standards for
basal metabolism; but there is in addition a discussion of the implications
of this correlation. The paper, which was awarded an A. Cressy Morrison
Prize in Natural Science in 1952 by the New York Academy of Sciences,
deserves careful consideration by all who are interested in anthropometric
measurements and metabolic standards. There is a useful bibliography of
fifty-nine references.
JOHN P. PETERS
NUCLEAR PHYSICS. By W. Heisenberg. New York, Philosophical Libra-
ry, 1953. ix + 225 pp. $4.75.
This small, non-mathematical, and very readable book on nuclear physics
is from the pen of one of the most distinguished theoretical physicists of the
day. Heisenberg originated many of the fundamental ideas of quantum
mechanics, and for these discoveries he was awarded a Nobel prize. During
the last war he directed some of the nuclear energy research in Germany.
At present he is the director of the Max Planck Institute of Physics at
Gottingen.
The first, a German, edition of this book, published during the war, was
based on a series of lectures given to electrical engineers. This English
edition is a translation of the latest revision in 1948. Since there is no cover-
age of the very extensive developments in nuclear physics in the past five
years, this book is now to be recommended chiefly as an excellent coverage
of the history and principles of nuclear physics. It should be of the greatest
value to workers in other branches of science and technology who now find
that they must have a greater knowledge of the radiations from atomic
nuclei than they remember from their sophomore physics course. I guaran-
tee that this semi-popular discussion of the nucleus is authoritative, and that
there is practically not a single mathematical equation in the entire book.
W. W. WATSON
GENERAL VIROLOGY. By S. E. Luria. New York, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1953. xiii + 427 pp. $8.50.
One might say that Beijerinck's contagiurn vivumt fluidum has at last
come of age, for not only is Dr. Luria's book the first general virology text
written entirely by one person, but the approach is one that results from the
establishment of sufficient general principles to allow the subject to be
attacked from the viewpoint of the viruses themselves rather than of the
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diseases they produce. Thus the following topics are discussed equally for
plant, animal, and bacterial viruses: morphology, chemical composition,
serological reactions, environmental factors influencing the virus, virus-
host interactions, growth of viruses, interference phenomena, variation of
viruses, transmission, and ecological considerations. The subject is con-
cluded with chapters that deal with viruses in relation to tumors and with
the origin and nature of viruses. These last chapters are, for this reviewer
at least, the most exciting portions of the book; the earlier sections form a
firm basis for a more or less philosophical discussion of such controversial
topics as the comparison of viruses and normal cytoplasmic constituents in
their relationship to cells and the evolutionary processes involved in the
development of this relationship. The presentation of the subject is excellent
indeed.
It is fortunate that the very last chapter on Rickettsiae is entitled "Ap-
pendix," for it treats these organisms rather cursorily and without the
excellent critical remarks that characterize the remainder of the text.
This is a book that was written for graduate students in virology, but
there is not doubt that all who are interested in living processes, normal
and pathological, would profit immensely by its perusal. The format is easy
on the eyes. Typographical errors are few but seem to increase with increas-
ing page numbers. There are 697 references; a good number of these are
review articles with many additional bibliographies.
LIZBETH M. KRAFT
TRAUMATISMOS MEDULARES. By Victor Soriano. Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina, Editorial Labor, 1953. 357 pp.
Some of the main symptoms of spinal cord injuries are discussed in this
text as separate problems, presenting in a clear and attractive manner the
physio-pathology, clinical description, and therapeutics of these symptoms.
Some parts of the book are rather elementary but altogether it will be a
very useful contribution to the Spanish reader.
The first chapter deals with etiology and gives a detailed description of
civil life accidents with less emphasis on war injuries. Pathology, x-ray
examination, first aid, and hospital care are the subjects of a brief but well-
documented chapter. In presenting the problems of total and partial section
of the spinal cord the experiences of the author add great interest to the
material presented. Several case histories illustrate the different types of
etiology, and the evolution and progress of symptoms. In concluding this
section it is emphasized that disturbances of sensation rather than motility
are of primary significance in determining prognosis.
Rehabilitation of the motor functions includes physical therapy and surgi-
cal techniques, which are presented wisely and conservatively. The chapter
on bladder function gives a good anatomical and physiological background
for better understanding and management of vesical difficulties; tidal drain-
age is described with special care. Short chapters are devoted to some as-
pects of the paraplegic, as sex, autonomic system, intestinal disturbances,
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